Shrimp hybrids outperform parents in Brazil studies
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Potential product underwent commercial trials at three shrimp farms

Technicians weighed shrimp during tests using electronic balances connected to computers that recorded data automatically.
Geneearch Aquacultura, a new shrimp genetics company in Brazil, and Aquatec, the country’s leading commercial hatchery, have been working for several years to develop local specific pathogen-free (SPF) lines of shrimp.

Given the generally poor pond results obtained with the first generation of KY30 and KY40, two non-locally adapted SPF lines, and their crosses, the authors more recently sought to evaluate the hybrid vigor that might result from crosses between the imported SPF lines and the non-SPF, genetically improved and locally adapted Speed Line. Hybrid crosses between the SPF lines and the Speed Line were designated SPKY30 and SPKY40.

Test design, analysis

Multiple spawns from each of the five shrimp lines were reared under normal larviculture protocols. Performance tests then involved two concurrent experiments. The first used five side-by-side 1,000-square-meter experimental ponds, each stocked with 50,000, 11- to 13-day-old postlarvae from only one line at 50 shrimp per square meter. Stocking, feeding and routine pond management followed standard commercial procedures for the region. The tests targeted an average harvest weight of 12-13 g from a grow-out cycle of about 80 days.

The second experiment involved animals that reached 2 to 3 grams in the above ponds. About 750 animals from each line were tagged with elastomers and stocked into each of the other ponds at a rate of 150 animals/line/pond. A total of 750 tagged animals from all five lines were placed in each pond. The grow-out time for the tagged animals was about 50 days and also targeted animals of 12 to 13 grams.

An overnight power failure that caused a drastic drop in oxygen levels and significant mortalities led to shortening of the test period and earlier pond harvests. All dead animals were collected, counted, weighed and identified by their tags. The five ponds were harvested in the next few days, which provided the opportunity to evaluate animals for their tolerance to low oxygen levels.

The presence of tagged animals from all lines in all five ponds allowed the quantification of the environmental effects for each pond and the ability to correct for them within a statistical framework. Analyses were first conducted separately for each experimental testing block for non-tagged and tagged animals, and subsequently a global statistical analysis was performed.

A third set of tests to confirm the results from the studies above followed similar experimental design and statistical approaches in the winter of 2008. After excellent pond results were obtained for the SPKY40 hybrid, this potential commercial product underwent commercial trials in 26 ponds at three local shrimp farms.

Significant results

Nearly all statistical effects tested were highly significant (P < .0001). Stocking weight was highly correlated with low oxygen mortality, indicating that animals which started the test at higher weights were more susceptible to low oxygen stress. Analyses conducted for each experiment with tagged and untagged animals revealed fairly similar results, with a few exceptions due to some pond effects that were statistically corrected. Hence, Figs. 1-4 show results for the different traits evaluated under the global statistical analysis framework. To facilitate interpretation, the lines are arranged by decreasing magnitude of their harvest biomass yield effects.
Fig. 1: Adjusted harvested biomass of nonlocal SPF lines, Speed Line and crosses.

Fig. 2: Adjusted harvest weight of individual shrimp in tested lines.
The figures show the performance advantage of the hybrid cross SPKY40 (Speed Line x SPFKY40) for all traits evaluated, with a harvest biomass advantage over the Speed Line of over 800 kg/ha and notable low-oxygen stress tolerance. This was the first time a line superior to the genetically improved and locally adapted Speed Line was identified. The "second place" ratings of the Speed Line showed the results of many years of genetic improvement work.

The hybrid crosses SPKY40 and SPKY30 clearly performed better than the two SPF "purebred" parents and even the two parents in the case of SPKY40, suggesting a potential for further exploration of hybrid vigor. Also, as shown in Figure 1, the two nonlocal SPF lines had lower pond performance.

At about 70 percent, pond survival was highest for SPKY40, followed by 55 percent survival for the Speed Line, 53 percent for SPKY30, 52 percent for KY40 and 43 percent for KY30. As shown in Figure 4, low-oxygen stress caused high mortality rates for both the KY30 line and its derived hybrid cross, indicating they may be very susceptible to stresses present in commercial production settings. However, the tolerance to low oxygen shown by KY40 was remarkable for a nonlocal line never subjected to genetic improvement in the country.
Multiple spawns from five shrimp lines were reared under normal larviculture protocols.

**Hybrid superiority**

Indicating the superiority of the hybrid cross over the average of the two parents, heterosis values for SPKY40 were 9.1 percent for harvest weight, 11.0 percent for weekly growth, 28.8 percent for growout survival, 40.4 percent for harvest biomass yield and 17.1 percent for low-oxygen mortality. In the same order, values for SPKY30 were 6.3 percent, 3.1 percent, 7.9 percent, 14.3 percent and -17.9 percent. The considerable heterosis values for SPKY40, especially for survival and harvest yield, warrant further work on a hybrid cross.

The results obtained in the third set of tests confirmed those from the second tests. More importantly, the commercial farm trials run throughout 2008 also showed the superiority of SPKY40 over its commercial parent, the Speed Line, with a higher harvest biomass of around 700 kg/ha.

*(Editor’s Note: This article was originally published in the May/June 2009 print edition of the Global Aquaculture Advocate.)*
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